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PerTronix Starter Motor Installation Instructions Part # S3000, S3002, S3006 

1. Disconnect the battery cables from the battery. 

2. Mount the starter to the engine. Make sure the mounting surface for the starter is free off 

paint, rust, or dirt. Torque the bolts to 32 ft/lbs on Iron Blocks or 25 ft/lbs aluminum blocks. 

Be sure to use OE style starter bolts. 

3. Check pinion gear engagement. 

 a) Engage the pinion to the ring gear. You can do this by either using a tool to push the 

pinion out towards the ring gear, or you can connect a 12 volt wire to the "Switch" terminal on 

the starter. This will engage the pinion to the ring gear without turning over the starter. 

CAUTION ~ DO NOT connect the main battery cable to the starter during this procedure. DO 

NOT leave the power connected to the starter for more than about 30 seconds or you will 

overheat the solenoid and void the warranty. If you need to do this procedure more than once, 

let the solenoid rest for 2 minutes between tests. 

 b) Insert a piece of solid wire that is .020-.025" diameter between the tip of the ring 

gear tooth and the root of the pinion gear teeth. See Illustration below. Check it in at least 4 

different positions on the ring gear by turning the motor over by hand. If any of the positions 

are too tight, add a shim between the starter and the mounting surface. In many cases no 

shims will be required.  

 c) Remove your checking wire and, recheck bolts for tightness 

4. Connect your battery cable to the starter and the switch wire. Switch wire should be at least 

12 gauge and battery cable and ground cables should be new and of appropriate gauge. Make 

sure you have a good ground cable from the engine to the frame.  

5. Reconnect battery cable at the battery. 

6. Check starter operation. It should turn the motor over freely and quietly. If there appears to 

be any drag of grinding noises, recheck your pinion engagement. 

 


